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R E TA I L A N D H O S P I TA L I T Y

TRACY ISSEL: MICROSOFT

Dubbed the next big disruptor for retail, the internet
of things (IoT) is fast becoming a global phenomenon. And when you see the impact that it’s already
having on the way that we buy, sell, distribute and
market goods, it’s easy to see why so many in the industry are excited about its potential.
From helping to dramatically improve supply chain
efficiencies to changing the way retailers engage with
their customers, you can find out more in this section
about why IoT has the power to unlock new business
opportunities and revenue streams.
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Creating connections

with IoT

Over the past year, the internet of things has become firmly rooted in
retail and hospitality, enabling leaders across the industry to transform
their businesses and create new customer experiences

BY BARB EDSON

O

ver the past 12 months, the internet of
things (IoT) has taken centre stage for
businesses in every industry, and retail is no exception. Retailers are starting with
their own things – their existing data, devices
and services – and transforming everything
from the supply chain through to the customer
experience. And by doing so, they’re opening
up new revenue streams and realising greater
business impact.
When retailers leverage IoT, they can maximise efficiency, reduce time to market, streamline
inventory and supply chain processes, and optimise work streams. They are pushing the boundaries of productivity to enable employees to focus on the things that matter most: the customer,
the future and the bottom line.
Retailers can use IoT to connect products
and services, then extend them to the mobile
channels where customers increasingly spend
their time — and their money.
IoT also enables retailers to deliver more
deeply individualised customer experiences
than ever before. Coca-Cola Amatil (CCA), one
of the largest bottlers of non-alcoholic readyto-drink beverages in the Asia-Pacific region
and one of the world’s top five C
 oca-Cola bottlers, has implemented a system from Microsoft and digital marketing agency TKM9 that
uses interactive digital signage to create an
immersive experience at its beverage coolers.
Customers can take a picture with the integrated webcam, alter their appearances with
different hairstyles and outfits, choose music
and log into Facebook to share the experience.
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They can interact through gesture and touch,
and even use their mobile phones as a remote
control. The solution works with multiple data
streams, including geolocation and facial recognition technology, social media input and
weather services, to personalise the flow of
content to individual customers in real time.
CCA has the potential to use the data collected

R E TA I L A N D H O S P I TA L I T Y

Coca-Cola Amatil,
The Co-operative and
Royal Caribbean are
all using Microsoft
solutions to take
advantage of IoT

to refine product offers and tailor individual
coolers’ content to suit customer preferences.
And IoT can streamline business processes to
enable new efficiencies and raise the standard of
customer service. Royal Caribbean International
worked with PAR and Agilysys to outfit its new
Oasis-class luxury cruise ships — the largest in
the world — with a system that connects ship-

board data and devices to simplify everything
from passenger shopping to equipment maintenance. Food service inspections can be done in
less than half the time, and deeper data analytics
enable staff to identify new ways to personalise
service and offerings for passengers.
As organisations across the industry transform their businesses with IoT, Microsoft is
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Coca-Cola Amatil’s jukebox
vending machine has an
integrated webcam and
sensors, allowing customers
to interact with it

“The past 12 months have seen
extraordinary growth and
change in the IoT industry”
investing heavily in staying one step ahead.
Helping organisations build on existing technology assets, devices and data to derive value
from IoT is a cornerstone of Microsoft’s vision
for the mobile-first, cloud-first enterprise.
Backed by the power of the cloud, solutions
built on Azure IoT services enable enterprises
to realise new levels of flexibility, customisation, collaboration and scalability.
Qualified retailers looking to learn more
about Azure IoT services can attend a Quick
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Start session, a half-day workshop that offers
not just information but the first steps of an actionable plan. Participants will walk away with
tools and frameworks to start increasing efficiency, enabling innovation and transforming
your business right away.
Overall, I really believe that we’re changing
the game for retailers, enabling new heights
in productivity, profitability and possibility in this m
 obile-first, cloud-first world.
The past 12 months have seen extraordinary
growth and change in the IoT industry, and I
believe that we’ll see even more change in the
year to come.
Barb Edson is general manager of internet of
things and big data at Microsoft
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EVENT

NRF’s
2015 Big
Show
After running for more than a
century, National Retail Federation’s
(NRF) Big Show remains a flagship
event for retailers worldwide. Susan
Newman at the organisation tells us
why this year’s event will be bigger
and better than ever before

N

RF’s Annual Convention and Expo
earned the nickname ‘Retail’s Big Show’
years ago and because the name was so
appropriate, it stuck. Today, the show is NRF’s
flagship industry event held annually in New
York City. Taking place over four days, it offers
education, collegial networking, and an enormous expo hall full of technologies and solutions.
This year’s show is set to be bigger and better than
ever before, with a number of new additions that
will appeal to delegates. “We work hard each year
to improve the customer experience by responding to feedback and reviewing new processes and
technologies,” explains Susan Newman, NRF’s
senior vice president of conferences and marketing. “Our biggest change in 2015 is the addition
of an Expo day. For the first time we will open the
Expo on Sunday. This will allow attendees more
time to see the amazing products and technologies
on show. It will also allow retailers who can’t get
away from their office during the week to preview
what technologies are heading their way.”
With the theme of the ‘Big P
 icture’, this year’s
event will look at the industry from many perspectives, covering both the big picture of the
industry as a whole but also gaining the specific
insights from those who are actively changing the
face of the industry. “One topic that will be covered is the building of brands around passionate
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fans and creating immersive experience-based
strategies in the sports industry,” explains Newman. “Many sports teams are using big data to
deliver a new level of personalised experience
for their followers. Speakers for this topic include
Paraag Marathe, president of the San Francisco
49ers, and John Collins, COO of the NHL.”
Other topics that will be prominent include the
growth of online and mobile commerce, how
shoppers, retailers and suppliers engage with
one another, and developing a more integrated
approach that places digital at the heart of the

“We work hard each year to
improve the customer experience”
modern retail shopping experience. Confirmed
speakers include: Chip Bergh, president and
CEO of Levi Strauss & Co; Terry Jones, founder
of Travelocity and chairman of Kayak.com; Tony
Bartle, president of GameStop; Stacey Allaster,
CEO of the Women’s Tennis Association; and
Alison Kenney Paul, vice chairman and US retail
leader at Deloitte.

VIEWPOINT

R E TA I L

Winning in
transition
D AV E AY L I N G : C M S C O M P U T E R S

The choice when faced with an emerging product category such as
tablet computing is not if you enter the market, but simply how you
choose your offering

P

rior to the 2014 holiday season, we had
seen the resurgence of Windows 8.1, a
massive entry into ARM’s market space
by Intel and consolidation of manufacturers in
the Android market space. All of these interested parties had been beating a path to retailers’
doors pressing their agenda. This meant that
planning for all but the biggest category purchases is extremely difficult.
So when Asda, a UK grocer and part of the
Walmart Group, wanted to work on a Black
Friday tablet deal with the Microsoft UK Retail
team, it was a channel partner that was in the
best position to deliver the required product.

“Packaging, point of sale and
placement were all fast tracked, and
a Black Friday deal was born”
CMS Computers is a local original equipment
manufacturer dedicated to supplying the channel in the UK and, given its position in the global
supply chain, was best placed to fulfil this opportunity. CMS also has a proven track record delivering Windows projects into retail. In fact, it has
supplied tens of thousands of units to Argos and
Virgin Media for seasonal offers.
When we were approached by Microsoft to
tender a solution for this evident gap in the
holiday line-up, it was June and we were at
the Computex Taipei tradeshow. Our tablet
PC model was still at design verification test

stage, the supply chain was not in place and
there were no commercials agreed.
As soon as the whole team was back in the
UK, work began on the commercial proposition with Asda, dealing not only with the commercials of the product but also fast tracking
the supplier relationship between us. In parallel, the supply chain, technical, marketing and
customer services functions needed to bring a
product together.
A new contract manufacturer needed verifying, a brand need to be created and trademarked, the product needed progressing to
product verification test stage, and the software
layer had to be localised and tested. The long
and short of it was that packaging, point of sale
and placement were all fast tracked, and a Black
Friday deal was born.
The result of this exercise was the production
of 10,000 units of the Zoostorm SL8, a 7.5-inch
Windows 8.1 tablet that came with a one-year
subscription to Office 365 Personal, which was
rolled out across stores nationwide in time for
the Black Friday weekend.
For Asda, it had seen a gap in the market and
was able to fill it at a stock commitment level it
was comfortable with by using a channel partner
to win in market transition. For Microsoft, it was
the opportunity to bring Windows into a market space previously dominated by Android and
prove the desire for Windows is still strong.
Dave Ayling is commercial manager
at CMS Computers
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RBTE 2015
RBTE is one of Europe’s largest and fastest growing retail solutions events. Now in its
fourth year, it provides a platform for retailers to find out about the best tools, advice
and inspiration to improve customer engagement, sales and bottom line. Matt Bradley
tells us what’s in store this year

R

etail Business Technology Expo has
grown significantly both in size and
stature over the past four years, culminating in last year’s event being hailed as the
most successful to date. With 8,642 attendees
walking through its doors – an increase of
over 20% compared to the 2013 event – the
conference and workshop programme saw all
sessions playing to packed theatres.
Matt Bradley, the event’s director, believes
that, in an increasingly digital world, expos
like this have become absolutely critical.
“Face-to-face selling and networking opportunities are vital and completely irreplaceable in
an industry such as this,” he says. “Retailers are
investing in extended relationships that could
last for tens of years. There is absolutely no way
such an agreement can be brokered over the
phone or online. It’s all about meeting, talking
through issues and establishing trust. RBTE
not only gives visitors the opportunity to meet
with new suppliers, but the chance to look,
touch, feel and understand the solutions.”
This year’s RBTE has, again, raised the bar.
Confirmed speakers include: Therese Proctor,
chief personnel officer at Tesco Bank; Alex
Chruszcz, senior director of insight, pricing
and data at Asda; and Kevin O’Brien, IT director at Selfridges, to name but a few.
“Two dedicated conference theatres will see
some of retail’s greatest and most inspiring
leaders debating the future of the industry and
the tricks and tips they have used for continued growth and success,” says Bradley. “And a
massive 300 plus exhibitors will showcase the
newest and most innovative end-to-end solutions that will help retailers to transform their
businesses. We’re also putting a major focus
on innovation, with industry experts pre
selecting their top picks which will form the
Innovation Trail throughout the show.”
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The event will also see the launch of Retail
 esign Expo (RDE). “Focused on the retail deD
sign, marketing and visual merchandising sectors, the response to RDE has been overwhelming,” Bradley says. “Co-located with RBTE,

“Face-to-face selling and
networking opportunities are vital”
it’s packed with market leading suppliers and
thought-leading speakers from around the globe.
Given the seamless nature of in-store design and
technology, our aim is to fill the current void that
exists for all the many collaborating partners. It’s
impossible not to be very excited.”

INTERVIEW

R E TA I L

Broadening horizons
Building on the strength of its relationship with Microsoft, K3 Retail is looking to extend its
ax|is fashion solution to more retailers worldwide. Tony Bryant details the company’s vision
and explains its plans to develop capabilities for other retail segments too
BY REBECCA L AMBERT

S

ince it launched its fashion solution, ax|is
fashion, in November 2013, K3 Retail’s business has gone from strength to strength. In
July 2014, the multi-channel technology solutions
provider won the UK Microsoft Dynamics ISV
of the Year award. Shortly after that, it gained —
Microsoft global independent solution vendor
(GISV) status, making it one of only 25 companies
worldwide to do so, and the first Microsoft Dynamics AX GISV partner for the fashion sector to
be invited to be part of the exclusive programme.
According to Tony Bryant, who has recently
been promoted to the role of strategic business
development director at K3 Retail, the GISV
accreditation couldn’t have come at a better time
for the company. “This new status shows that
Microsoft recognises our expertise and believes
in the global potential of our product,” he says.
K3’s ax|is fashion solution is already being
adopted by a number of high-profile retailers,
including Seasalt, Charles Tyrwhitt and Ted
Baker. Now, with the GISV status under its belt,
K3 is looking to bring the solution to more customers worldwide and serve retailers of all sizes
– from enterprise to retail essentials.
“We’re in the strongest position we’ve ever been
to serve retailers end to end,” says Bryant. “Before,
we largely covered the mid-market segment, but
now we’re able to scale up to meet the demands
of large, international, multi-faceted businesses or
scale down to serve customers with a single store.”
This extended scope aligns with the company’s new ‘One K3 Retail’ vision, which involves
it pulling together all of its products, expertise,
services and support across the group to become
a global retail expert. “Our vision means we will
have greater global penetration, a greater ability
to support our customers, and more opportunities to drive efficiencies across our own business
too,” says Bryant.

“We’re in a strong
position to
grow our global
presence”

K3 also has plans to develop further enriched
solutions for other retail market segments.
“We spent a lot of time and effort creating a
seamless, end-to-end solution that is fit for fashion,” explains Bryant. “But we also realise that
this functionality can be transferred to other
niche verticals, so we are now exploring what the
next global proposition is for the ‘ax|is’ journey,
and assessing how our solution can help across
the retail landscape with the initial focus on
home/lifestyle, DIY and trade segments.”
As the company continues to broaden its portfolio and its reach, Bryant is confident in K3’s
ability to serve its customers better than ever before. “So far, we’ve succeeded in getting K3 recognised as the ‘go to’ retail partner in Microsoft
and the partner community,” he explains. “Now,
we’re in a strong position to grow our global
presence and engage with even larger businesses.
It’s a very exciting time for us.”
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Designing
digital stores
Peter Cherna at Scala explains how understanding the data generated by in-store
devices can help retailers to expand their digital signage solutions and create an
engaging customer experience
BY REBECCA GIBSON

D

elivering a truly engaging in-store experience for customers can be challenging.
Today, many retailers provide sales associates with connected devices and implement
self-service kiosks, digital signage, sensors and
beacons in stores to offer more information to
customers and personalise interactions.
However, Peter Cherna, chief product officer
at Scala, warns that simply deploying new technologies in stores does not guarantee an in-store
concept that truly engages with customers on a
compelling and genuinely personal level.
“Today’s customers have easy and instant access
to vast resources of information, so retailers must
prioritise their needs and expectations, and all
in-store capabilities and experiences must be integrated to support these journeys,” says C
 herna.
“Retailers can easily use technology to create an
interactive customer service, but if they don’t
identify what tools and devices will enable them
to create a strong bond between their brand and
customers, they will just deliver an annoying,
intrusive and overly familiar in-store experience
that alienates, rather than engages, customers.”
Instead, Cherna recommends that retailers explore how to analyse the vast amount of data generated by each of these devices to fully understand
how technology can be used to engage customers.
“Sensors and in-store beacons can certainly help
retailers to track various metrics, while in-store
devices are great for collecting individual customer data, but all of this information is useless if they
don’t know how to understand it” says Cherna.
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“By deploying an analytics tool that ties together
all of their in-store devices, retailers can identify
how best to provide detailed product descriptions,
reviews, competitive pricing information, promotions and more – whether they do this via sales
associates’ devices, wall-mounted digital screens,
or even the customers’ own mobile devices.”
Designed as both a product and a platform,
Scala EXP enables retailers to collect and analyse
data from their digital signage solutions and devices, allowing them to develop an engaging and
interactive in-store customer experience. Connected to Scala’s existing enterprise systems and
digital signage tools – which run on Microsoft
Azure and Windows Embedded – the solution
allows retailers to build out new and more meaningful in-store experiences.
Scala EXP has been developed with standard
application programming interfaces so the entire
ecosystem can be implemented on a wide range
of devices and integrated with various media
endpoints, sensors, controls and data streams as
they are developed.
“Scala EXP bridges the gap between the interactive, customer-centric services that are available
online and all of the immersive devices retailers
want to deploy in the store,” explains Cherna. “The
solution’s cloud-based server also features advanced
analytics capabilities, highlighting patterns in consumer behaviour to help retailers to better understand how deploying certain technologies can improve the customer experience, increase the sales of
a particular product, reduce wait times, or more.”

R E TA I L

Due to launch in the first half of 2015, S cala EXP
has been piloted by several retailers to explore
how it can be used to rapidly deliver new in-store
experience concepts. Cherna says: “One retailer
wanted to increase the number of customers visiting a certain area of the store, so we used the
features of EXP to devise a location-based treasure hunt system that rewards customers who
head to that part of the store.”
As the retail industry continues to become
increasingly customer-centric, Cherna believes
Scala EXP will help many retailers to implement
new forms of digital signage solutions that interact with customers in a more personalised and
compelling way.
While wall-mounted screens will be used to
display important or general information to numerous customers at the same time – such as
via menu boards in restaurants, or timetables
in train stations – Cherna predicts that smartphones and tablets will increasingly play a central role in more intimate settings.
“Mobile devices used by sales associates are far
more appropriate than wall screens when customers are asking about specific products or brands,”
he explains, adding that mobiles may be used to
control wall-mounted screens. “As they become
more mobile-centric, digital signage solutions
will evolve from a simple screen on a wall to encompass the whole digital in-store experience and
engagement concept – that’s what we aim to support with the new Scala EXP solution.”

“Digital signage solutions will evolve from
a simple screen on a wall to encompass
the whole digital in-store experience”
Indeed, as both a product and a platform, Scala
EXP offers Scala, its partners and its customers
the opportunity to build out a wide range of new
solutions from within a single ecosystem.
“We can enable customers to leverage an existing
solution from Scala EXP, or we can quickly extend
the ecosystem and integrate more capabilities to
help them develop complete digital signage solutions that will enable them to achieve their customer engagement goals,” says Cherna. “Scala is dedicated to exploring how we can help our customers
produce world-class, memorable retail experiences
that lead to better sales revenues, more engaged
staff and ultimately, happier customers.”
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Planning ahead
Through its retail planning solutions, JustEnough Software helps retailers worldwide
effectively plan their assortments and inventory, and make accurate forecasts

J

Mountain Sports
and 99 Cents Only
Stores have both
rolled out JustEnough
solutions in 2014
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ustEnough Sofware is a provider of demand
management solutions for retail, wholesale
and direct-to-consumer businesses. Through
its technology, which is based on the M
 icrosoft
technology stack and fully integrates with

Microsoft Dynamics, the company meets the planning needs of many of the world’s leading brands.
Two new customers include Eastern Mountain
Sports and 99 Cents Only Stores, which have recently gone live with JustEnough’s retail planning
solutions to improve the way they handle their stock
as well as enhance their forecasting capabilities.
Eastern Mountain Sports, an outdoor clothing and equipment retailer in the US, chose
JustEnough’s retail planning solution to better plan
and forecast for its 68 stores and e-commerce site.
The company was acquired in 2012 by V
 ersa
Capital Management, which also owns Bob’s
Stores, a long-time JustEnough customer
that has realised significant results with the
JustEnough solution. Prior to the acquisition,
Eastern Mountain Sports had an outdated system that was not equipped with the planning
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capabilities the company needed to ensure inventory was in the right place at the right time
for its customers.
“There was no question when Eastern Mountain
Sports was acquired that we would select the
JustEnough solution for its planning needs because of our experience with J ustEnough at Bob’s
Stores,” says Kerry Muricchio, director of allocation and analysis at Bob’s Stores and Eastern
Mountain Sports. “We are confident that with
the JustEnough solution we will attain our goal
of increased sales and margin through improved
inventory turns and in-stocks.”
US price-point retailer 99 Cents Only
Stores, meanwhile, has rolled out JustEnough
Demand Forecasting, Inventory Planning and

Replenishment to achieve its goal of centralising replenishment. Based on the success of the
implementation, it is now deploying JustEnough
Allocation and Store Clustering to further improve store in-stock levels and drive sales.
“With JustEnough Demand Planning, we centralised the replenishment function to better
standardise assortments and manage in-stocks,”
says Joshua Nugent, the retailer’s supply chain
IT director. “This in turn will allow for improved product placement and fewer stock-outs
for new and promotional products across our
362 stores.”

P R O F I L E D : M A L M Ö AV I AT I O N

Reliable F
performance
Swedish airline Malmö Aviation is putting tablets
in the hands of its pilots to transform data
capture on flights, boosting job satisfaction and
helping to enhance operations
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uel is possibly the biggest headache for the
airline industry. It’s the largest operational
expenditure, so anything that can lighten
the load of an aircraft and lower consumption
is welcome. This is why passenger luggage is so
carefully weighed and even pilots’ hand baggage
scrutinised. Historically, pilots have had little option but to carry large trolleys onto planes with
documentation and regulations describing route
plans and emergency procedures. But thankfully
this is changing with the development of electronic flight bags (EFBs).
MalmÖ Aviation in Sweden is one company
that has decided to roll out EFBs. The timing was
perfect since the organisation was purchasing
new aircraft from Bombardier to supersede its
existing AVRO fleet. At the time of the project,
the airline had also begun standardising its IT
on Dell technology and so MalmÖ Aviation approached Dell for a possible solution.
After talking to the IT solution provider, M
 almÖ
Aviation decided to implement Dell tablets –

R AV
R E TA I L A N D H O S P ITTA
L I TE YL

backed by Dell OEM Solutions – as part of an
EFB solution that also includes navAero devices.
Dell has extensive experience with the aviation
industry and provides a complete set of services,
including Dell ProSupport for OEM, around the
commercial-grade navAero tablet, which runs on
Microsoft Windows 8.0 Professional.
“We saw that Dell OEM would ensure our tablet devices complied with regulations such as the
DO-160G industry accreditation,” says Anderz
Forzelius, captain and flight department IT officer at MalmÖ Aviation. “We could also rely on
Dell OEM to understand our business priorities
and interest in EFB solutions.”
Things are different at MalmÖ Aviation today.
The airline is now using Dell Latitude 10 tablets
on three aircraft that didn’t already have a navAero EFB operating. Currently, the airline is looking
to update the tablets to Dell Venue 11 Pro tablets.
“We believe the Dell tablets are a key part of
our EFB programme. They’re helping pilots work
more effectively on the ground and will eventu-

ally support all areas of flight operations,” says
Forzelius. Feedback from pilots has been unanimous. “They love the Dell tablets. I regularly get
pilots dropping by and saying how much easier
they are to work with.”
The tablets are delivering reliable performance day in and day out. Each one comes with
Windows 8.0 Professional, OEM support, spare
batteries and business-grade security. “The
support for our Dell tablets is very good,” says
Forzelius. “They are very stable and if something goes wrong they are simple to replace.”
The information gathered via the tablets is crucial to the airline’s operations. They help create
reports based on flight data, which are fed into
the central systems. Staff then use the reports
to determine operations like fuel procurement
and scheduling. “It’s all crucial information,”
says Forzelius. “Because our Dell OEM tablets
are helping us capture so much data quickly and
with far fewer errors, our performance as an airline will continue to improve.”

Malmö Aviation is using
navAero and Dell tablets
to capture flight data,
helping it to save costs
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THE LAST WORD

A connected future
As the internet of things continues to make its mark on businesses across every industry,
Denise Lund, research director at IDC, tells us what lies ahead for the phenomenon
B Y L I N D S AY J A M E S

What are the biggest opportunities that the
internet of things (IoT) presents?
What we hear from enterprises around the
globe is that the IoT solutions they are implementing bring them cost savings, improved
customer service – due to improved data on
hand – and faster decision making. Some enterprises even report being able to generate
new revenue streams due to IoT.
What challenges do businesses face in terms of
leveraging IoT and dealing with the massive
amount of data being generated by devices?
This is a great question. Managing proactively
for network capacity, mitigating vulnerabilities
in the IoT system all the way out to the edge
devices, and determining the nature of the IoT
analytics engine required are three of the fundamental challenges that businesses face. In
fact, IDC’s IoT and security expert teams expect vulnerability attacks to become one of the
IT industry’s major challenges as large amounts
of valuable data will be stored at the edge of the
network infrastructure.
What can be done to address this?
Generally speaking, having roadmaps that have
IoT data volume and other such triggers anticipated mapped to investment strategies that will
accommodate the capacity and security changes required will go a long way to keep IoT delivering smoothly to the business. Specifically,
IT will need to invest in keeping up with the
security improvements and other technology

that will enable wide-scale virtualisation and
software-driven device management.
Can you highlight some of the more exciting
ways that IoT is being used at the moment?
Just about all of it is exciting. There’s a lot of interest from enterprises around the globe to bring
efficiencies to customer service, product timeto-market, energy management and even keep
their own industrial machinery up and running.
According to IDC’s 2014 IoT Survey, 60% of enterprises globally view IoT as strategic to their
business. When it comes to government, there is
a lot of excitement around public-facing solutions
such as connected cities and IoT-infused healthcare. Then, add to that the excitement around
connected cars. Nearly every major service provider has some sort of play in the connected car
or smart goods market. So not only are these
vendors happy because they’re generating new
revenue through new products and services, but
they’re making consumers happy too!
How will IoT evolve in the years to come?
As a globe of businesses and consumers,
we are just at the beginning of understanding what a world of IoT-connected solutions can do for us. With nearly one-fifth of
the population expected to be millennials by
2018, we are clearly heading to a world where
a connected culture will be the norm and
data-driven experiences will become
part and parcel of our work and
personal lives.

“We are just at the beginning of
understanding what a world of
IoT-connected solutions can do for us”
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streaming data into a faster qualifying time?

Dell’s Intelligent Data Solutions help a Formula 1TM team gain an edge.
With an intelligent storage management platform, Dell helps an F1 team
turn data into insights into a faster car. By analyzing data trackside,
the team can make real-time decisions that improve the car’s in-race
performance. To see how we can help solve your most important
business challenges visit dell.com/domore

The F1 FORMULA 1 Logo, F1, FORMULA 1, FIA FORMULA ONE WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP, GRAND PRIX and related
marks are trade marks of Formula One Licensing BV, a Formula One group company. All rights reserved.
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How do you turn 20 gigabytes of

